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Abstract

Purpose To determine the most cost-effective

case-finding strategy for the ophthalmologist

to detect and treat ocular hypertension (OH)

and primary open-angle glaucoma (POAG)

at an early stage to prevent blindness.

Design A Markov cost-effectiveness

simulation model.

Methods Three case-finding strategies are

analysed and compared. The simulated cohort

consists of all initial patients of at least

40 years old visiting an ophthalmic practice.

All patients undergo ophthalmoscopy, but

tonometry is routinely performed to: (1) all

initial patients, (2) high-risk patients only, or

(3) no one. The population characteristics

are based on data of 1000 initial patients.

Transition probabilities are taken from the

literature. The (direct) costs of diagnosis

and treatment represent those for the

Netherlands. The time-horizon of the model

is 20 years. An annual discount rate of 4%

is used.

Main Outcome Measures Costs, proportion of

patients becoming blind, years of blindness.

Results The costliest strategy (1) leads to

least blindness. The incremental cost-

effectiveness ratio, which shows extra costs

per year of vision saved in comparison to the

cheapest strategy (3), is lower for strategy

(1) than for strategy (2). It amounts to h1707,

not including extra costs due to blindness

(eg associated with the use of disability

facilities). When such costs exceed h1707

per patient per year, which is most likely,

then strategy (1) becomes cost saving.

Conclusion It is most cost-effective to

routinely perform tonometry to all initial

ophthalmic patients to prevent blindness due

to glaucoma.
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Introduction

Primary open-angle glaucoma (POAG) is an

important public health problem, being the

second leading cause of bilateral blindness

worldwide.1 It is characterised by progressive

optic nerve atrophy leading to visual field

damage and possibly blindness. The natural

history of POAG is though variable; some

people develop significant visual problems,

while others do not.2 An elevated intraocular

pressure (IOP) defines ocular hypertension

(OH) and is a major risk factor for POAG.

Through IOP lowering treatment the risk

of glaucoma and its progression can be

reduced.3,4

In the past it has often been suggested that

a screening programme should be set up,

but because of high costs and unknown

effectiveness it has never been systematically

introduced.5 In the last two decades new

technologies have been introduced that permit

earlier detection of structural and functional

damage due to glaucoma. New treatments, such

as hypotensive lipids and selective laser

trabeculoplasty, allow for safer and more

effective IOP reduction. Several well-conducted

clinical trials showed the effectiveness of
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treatment.3,4 These new developments, and

a possibly increasing prevalence of POAG due to ageing,

bring along the necessity to re-evaluate screening.6

However, the feasibility and efficacy of a screening

programme still can be questioned. Only recently the US

Preventive Services Task Force concluded that there is

still insufficient evidence to recommend for or against a

screening programme for glaucoma.7,8

An alternative for screening to discover and treat OH

and POAG at an early stage is case-finding among

patients visiting an ophthalmologist. The advantages

compared to screening in the general population are the

use of an existing infrastructure, the high probability

for discovery by means of a complete ophthalmic

examination, and the direct initiation of treatment

without loss to follow-up. Moreover, the prevalence

of OH, POAG, and risk factors for glaucoma, is higher

among patients visiting an ophthalmologist than in the

general population.

In many countries ophthalmologists routinely apply

strategies to detect OH and POAG. However, the effect

of these strategies to prevent glaucoma blindness is

unknown. The cost-effectiveness is unknown as well.

This study aims to investigate the effects, costs, and

cost-effectiveness of different case-finding strategies that

can be applied by an ophthalmologist in daily practice

to detect and treat OH and POAG at an early stage

to prevent glaucoma blindness.

Methods

Three case-finding strategies, which differ with respect to

the group of patients routinely receiving tonometry,

are analysed and compared using a Markov cost-

effectiveness simulation model. In the model all initial

ophthalmic patients undergo ophthalmoscopy to detect a

glaucomatous optic nerve, but the three strategies differ

by whether tonometry is routinely performed to: (1) all

initial patients, (2) high-risk patients only, or (3) no one.

In case of positive results of testing with ophthalmoscopy

and/or tonometry, perimetry is performed to complete

the assessment of the correct diagnosis. These different

diagnostic strategies lead to different proportions of

patients being diagnosed and treated for OH or POAG.

The long-term consequences of these three strategies are

then evaluated.

The population characteristics are based on data

gathered from the charts of 1000 initial patients visiting

an ophthalmic practice. The transition probabilities are

taken from the literature. The (direct) costs of diagnosis

and treatment represent those for the Netherlands. The

time-horizon of the model is 20 years and an annual

discount rate of 4% is used. The analysis is performed

from a societal perspective.

The model

It is modelled that a cohort of initial patients visiting an

ophthalmologist, having a certain prevalence of OH and

POAG, undergoes testing to detect these disorders. The

use of the diagnostic tests is strategy dependent, as

described above, and so per strategy different

proportions of patients are specified for observation,

treatment, or discharge. Subsequently a 20-year

follow-up is modelled, while the progression of

patients returning for regular visits, but also that

of the discharged patients is being tracked. Per

strategy blindness due to glaucoma is determined

and the corresponding costs are computed.

The cohort simulated in the model corresponds to

initial patients of at least 40 years old visiting an

ophthalmic practice. In the Netherlands the general

practitioner refers the majority of such patients. The age

and sex distribution, and the prevalence of OH and

POAG are jointly taken into account. In the model the

high-risk group is defined to consist of patients reporting

a positive family history of glaucoma. Such patients have

an increased risk of having glaucoma.9,10

The model consists of two parts. Part one models

the diagnostic process, part two models the disease

progression over time. In part one, the known sensitivity

and specificity of ophthalmoscopy and tonometry are

used to calculate proportions of patients receiving the

diagnosis OH or POAG for each strategy. This leads to

a strategy dependent distribution of the patient cohort

over the set of health states. These health states are

defined by the true condition of a patient, by the obtained

diagnosis and by the assigned therapy (see Figure 1). The

therapy assignment corresponds to the clinical practice,

where IOP level, the presence of risk factors, and severity

of the disease play a role. Patients diagnosed as OH are

either put under observation or given medical treatment

with monotherapy. In the strategy ‘tonometry all’ 50%

of the OH patients starts medication directly after the

diagnosis is made. The rest is kept under observation and

receives treatment only if conversion to POAG occurs.

In the strategy ‘tonometry high-risk group’ all patients

diagnosed as OH are at risk and therefore require

medication. POAG patients start therapy with

monotherapy in all strategies; a small proportion

undergoes laser or surgery directly. Missed OH and

POAG patients are discharged.

In part two of the model, transitions between health

states can take place. Here, the development of OH in

normotensives, the development of POAG from OH,

and the progression of POAG to blindness is modelled.

Also, undiagnosed patients are tracked and can be

rediscovered. A distinction is made between patients

completely discharged and patients still visiting the
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ophthalmologist regularly for some other ophthalmic

condition. The latter group of patients has a higher

chance of OH/POAG detection. For patients under

therapy every 6 months an outpatient visit is modelled to

take place and the proportion of patients showing

progression is modelled to undergo a therapy switch.

The therapy sequence is based on recommendations

of the American Academy of Ophthalmology; its

chronological order is monotherapy, combination

therapy, laser, and surgery.11 The end stage of the disease

is blindness. Patients under treatment develop blindness

only after surgery, when there are no further treatment

possibilities. Discharged patients can also eventually

develop blindness without treatment. Patients who

become blind continue to use combination therapy and

to visit an ophthalmologist once in 2 years. The false

positives, patients unjustly positively diagnosed,

continue to use monotherapy medication.

The model is built and analysed using the software

package ‘Decision Analysis by TreeAge’ (Data), version

3.5. It has the structure of a Markov model and it has

a time-horizon of 20 years, consisting of 40 cycles of

6 months each. This choice of cycle length reflects the

common time between the consecutive outpatient visits

of the glaucoma patients. The diagnostic process is

implemented as the first cycle only, the disease

progression over time involves the other cycles. At

the end of each cycle transitions between the health

states take place. These transitions include age- and

sex-dependent survival probabilities, probabilities

concerning the discovery of undiagnosed patients, and

the probabilities related to the development or

progression of OH and POAG. These probabilities are

independent of the three strategies being evaluated.

Cost assignment

The direct medical costs are assigned as once-only costs

and state-dependent costs. The once-only costs are the

costs of the diagnostic process and the costs for laser

treatment and surgery. The state-dependent costs are the

costs of outpatient visits and medication. These costs are

assigned to the health states and reflect the treatment

requirements related to 6 months of treatment of a

particular state. The costs for diagnosis apply to all

patients. The costs for treatment apply to diagnosed

patients only.

Outcomes

The outcomes of the analysis concern: (1) costs,

(2) proportion of patients becoming blind, (3) years

of blindness.

The data

The data and their sources are presented in Tables 1–3.

The age distribution and the OH/POAG prevalence for

the population have been determined from the charts of

1000 initial patients, consecutively visiting a general

ophthalmic practice in Maastricht (Medisch Centrum

Maastricht AnnadalFMCMA), starting from January

1999.12 The global characteristics of the data are

consistent with the indications from the literature.13–15

The values for sensitivity and specificity of the diagnostic

tests were taken from the literature. The starting therapy

assignment for discovered patients is consistent with

the opinion of the glaucoma specialists, the

recommendations of the American Academy of

Ophthalmology and the European Glaucoma Society.11,16

In part two of the model, the 6-month transition

probabilities are calculated from the yearly transition

probabilities, which are obtained as follows. The age- and

sex-dependent survival probabilities are taken from data

provided by the Dutch Central Bureau for Statistics

(CBS).17 The modelled disease progression is based on

the literature, mainly on the long-term follow-up studies

and on therapy trials.3,18–37 The unit prices related to the

outpatient visits, laser trabeculoplasty and surgery are as

Figure 1 Part two of the simulation model: transitions among
the health states. The health state ‘dead’ (not shown) can be
entered from all other states. After the diagnosis was made, in
part one of the model, all health states except ‘blind’ and ‘dead’
can be entered. The shown scheme is a simplified reproduction
of the model. In the model, a distinction is namely made
between undiscovered patients completely discharged and
patients still visiting the ophthalmologist regularly for some
other ophthalmic condition. A distinction is also made in the
form of medication, namely monotherapy, or combination
therapy. Another health state, not shown, is ‘false positives on
monotherapy’.
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Table 1 Parameters used in the simulation model

Parameter Lower bound Baseline Upper bound Source

(a) Proportions
Se tonometrya 0.90 1 F 54–56

Se ophthalmoscopy 0.60 0.80 1 5,57–61

Sp tonometry 0.90 1 F 54–56

Sp ophthalmoscopy 0.80 0.90 1 5,57–61

Screen positive OHb 5,57–61

Strategy (1) 0.91 1 F F
Strategy (2) 0.20 0.28 0.36 F
Strategy (3) 0 0.10 0.20 F

Screen positive POAGb 5,57–61

Strategy (1) 0.96 1 F F
Strategy (2) 0.67 0.84 1 F
Strategy (3) 0.60 0.80 1 F

Screen positive ‘normal’b 5,57–61

Strategy (1) F 0 0.05 F
Strategy (2) F 0 0.012 F
Strategy (3) F 0 0.01 F

Discovered OH patients with check-up only Estimate

Strategy (1) 0.40 0.50 0.60 F
Strategy (2) F 0 F F
Strategy (3) 0.40 0.50 0.60 F

Patients with regular visits due to other condition 0.4 0.5 0.7 Hospital and data14

POAG patients with direct laser assignment 0 0.02 0.05 39

POAG patients with direct surgery assignment 0 0.02 0.05 39

(b) Yearly probability estimates
Discovery of OH in ‘visitors’ 5,57–61

Strategy (1) F 0.95 F F
Strategy (2) F 0.10 F F
Strategy (3) F 0.10 F F

Discovery of OH in ‘discharged’c 62

Strategy (1) 0.01 0.05 0.10 F
Strategy (2) 0.0028 0.014 0.028 F
Strategy (3) 0.001 0.005 0.01 F

Discovery of POAG in ‘discharged’c 62

Strategy (1) 0.01 0.05 0.10 F
Strategy (2) 0.0084 0.042 0.084 F
Strategy (3) 0.008 0.04 0.08 F

OH development in discharged ‘normals’ 0.002 0.003 0.006 18,19

POAG development in discharged OH patients 0.02 0.05 0.10 3,18,20–24

Blindness development in untreated POAG patients 0.05 0.133 0.2 5,63,64

POAG development in OH patients with check-up only 0.015 0.02 0.07 3,23

Switch to combination therapy in OH patients on monotherapy 0.08 0.095 0.11 3,25,26

Switch to combination therapy in POAG patients on monotherapy 0.20 0.213 0.25 25–27

POAG development in OH patients on combination therapy 0.037 0.054 0.089 3,24,28

Switch to laser in POAG patients on combination therapy 0.32 0.49 0.74 25,39

Success laser 0–1 years after the interventiond 0.65 0.70 0.75 29,30–33

Success laser41 year after the interventiond 0.85 0.87 0.90 29–33

Success surgery 0–5 years after the interventione F 0.94 F 34–37

Success surgery 5–10 years after the interventione F 0.95 F 34–37

Success surgery410 years after the interventione F 0.975 F 34–37

Discovery of POAG in ‘visitors’ F 0.95 F 5,60,61

aValues reflect IOP measurement by the Goldmann applanation tonometer (golden standard) to diagnose patients with IOP421 mm Hg.
bPer strategy the proportions of the correct diagnoses have been calculated, using the following assumption. In case of a positive outcome of at least one

of the performed tests a patient undergoes further examinations and will be correctly diagnosed within the first 6 months. Values for perimetry were not

required for the calculations, even if perimetry contributes to the achievement of a correct diagnosis. Perimetry is performed in case of positive results of

testing with ophthalmoscopy and/or tonometry.
cThe probability of visiting an ophthalmologist has been multiplied by the probability of being diagnosed.
dThe complementary probability to ‘success laser’ is the probability to switch to surgery.
eThe complementary probability to ‘success surgery’ is the probability to become blind.

Strategy (1)¼ ‘tonometry all’; Strategy (2)¼ ‘tonometry high-risk group’ (the values shown are valid if 20% of OH and POAG and 5% of the rest of the

patients report a positive family history of glaucoma); Strategy (3)¼ ‘tonometry no one’; discovery¼probability of discovering undiagnosed patients in

part two of the model; visitors¼patients visiting the ophthalmologist regularly due to other ophthalmic condition than OH or POAG;

discharged¼patients being discharged after the diagnostic process (part one of the model) is completed; monotherapy¼ receiving 1 medication;

combination therapy¼ receiving more than 1 medication; normal¼has neither OH nor POAG.
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determined at the University Hospital Maastricht. This

was performed according to the micro costing method.38

The prices of medical drugs represent the prices in the

Netherlands (incl. VAT). The prices of monotherapy

and combination therapy are based on the average

use of the individual drugs in the Netherlands,

combining up to three drugs in the combination

therapy. The frequency of the health care use is

modelled in accordance with the specialist’s opinion

and the recommendations of the American Academy

of Ophthalmology. The costs due to blindness in

connection with the usage of disability facilities in the

Netherlands could not be retrieved.

Results

Table 4 gives the expected costs and outcomes per initial

ophthalmic patient due to OH and POAG within a

period of 20 years. Not surprisingly, both strategies

‘tonometry all’ and ‘tonometry high risk group’ cost

more than ‘tonometry no one’ but also avert more

blindness. The strategy ‘tonometry all’ is the most

expensive one, with least blindness. For this strategy the

incremental costs to prevent blindness in comparison

with ‘tonometry no one’ are h 7778 to prevent one person

from becoming blind and h 1707 per year of vision saved.

For strategy ‘tonometry high risk group’ the incremental

costs to prevent blindness are higher. These outcomes do

not include extra costs due to blindness, for example, in

connection with the usage of disability facilities. Since

such costs are likely to exceed h 1707 per year, inclusion

of such costs makes the strategy ‘tonometry all’ cheapest

and most effective.

The sensitivity analysis shows that in strategy

‘tonometry all’ the occurrence of blindness is always

lowest and in strategy ‘tonometry no one’ always

highest. The incremental costs to prevent blindness are

always lower for the strategy ‘tonometry all’ than

‘tonometry high-risk group’. These results show the

robustness of the conclusions.

Table 2 OH and POAG prevalence among initial ophthalmic
patients12

Age category (years) OH (%) POAG (%) Normal (%)a

40–49 16.7 0 83.3
50–59 2.2 1 96.8
60–69 5.3 1 93.7
70–79 7.9 4 88.1
80þ 5.2 6.9 87.9
All age-categories 6.7 2.4 90.9

aNormal¼has neither OH nor POAG.

Table 3 Prices (2001) and frequency of the health care use

Resource Patient type Frequency Unit price (h)

Outpatient visita

OH patients with check-up only 1/year 23
OH patients on monotherapy 1/year F
OH patients on combination therapy 1/year F
POAG patients on monotherapy 2/year F
POAG patients on combination therapy 2/year F
POAG patients post laserb 2/year F
POAG patients post surgeryc 2/year F
Blind 0.5/year F

Perimetry
OH patients on monotherapy 0.2/year 77
OH patients on combination therapy 0.33/year F
POAG patients on monotherapy 1/year F
POAG patients on combination therapy 1/year F
POAG patients post laser 1/year F
POAG patients post surgery 1/year F

Argon laser therapy POAG patients (by indication) 1 267
Surgery POAG patients (by indication) 1 1282
Monotherapy Patients on monotherapy Daily 158/year65

Combination therapy Patients on combination therapy Daily 358/year65

Transportation All patients Per visit 3

a10 min consult: included are visus control, tonometry, ophthalmoscopy (the first consult costs h26 if tonometry is included, and h24 without tonometry).
bPlus 1 extra consult after the intervention.
cPlus 10 extra consults after the intervention.
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In a one-way sensitivity analysis the lower and upper

bound values of all parameters for which ranges are

given were used. Alteration of glaucoma incidence

among undiscovered OH patients has the largest impact

on the results of the cost-effectiveness analysis. The

incremental costs per year of vision saved for strategy

‘tonometry all’ are h4670, when glaucoma incidence

among discharged OH patients is lowest and h564 when

it is highest. Alteration of blindness incidence among

untreated glaucoma patients gives incremental costs

per year of vision saved h3900, when it is lowest, and

h1240, when it is highest. A two-way sensitivity analysis,

which uses the lower values of both above-mentioned

parameters, gives the incremental costs h12 250 per year

of vision saved. Alteration of the health care costs, with

all unit prices raised by 10 and 30%, has no substantial

effect on the outcomes of the cost-effectiveness analysis

(data not shown). Neither does an alteration of the cohort

characteristics and of the sensitivity and specificity of the

diagnostic tests (data not shown).

Discussion

This study evaluates the long-term consequences of three

case-finding strategies, which differ with respect to the

group of patients receiving tonometry. For this purpose a

simulation model was used. Although a randomised

clinical trial would be of interest, it is almost impossible

to conduct. Beside the ethical objections such trial would

inevitably give large expenses because of the low

prevalence of glaucoma and its slow progression to

blindness. An advantage of modelling is the possibility

to simulate and compare several strategies. Another

advantage is the possibility to integrate current research

results and examine the influence of alteration of

different parameters.

The figures incorporated in the model are based on

information from different sources. This could give

uncertainty about the exact value of the figures. A

sensitivity analysis was performed to assess the impact

of variation of the uncertain quantities in the model on

the outcomes of the cost-effectiveness analysis. The

conclusions were robust to these uncertainties.

To validate the simulation model strategy ‘tonometry

all’, which represents more or less the current practice,

was studied in more detail. The model shows that

on average over a period of 20 years, each year 5.2%

of glaucoma patients undergoes laser therapy and

2.7% surgery. A questionnaire, distributed among

glaucoma patients in randomly chosen practices in the

Netherlands, showed comparable results.39 Per year 4.8%

of patients had laser therapy and 2% surgery. The model

was further validated by comparing the incidence of

glaucoma blindness to those reported in the literature.

Two longitudinal studies were conducted in patients

from a clinic.40,41 The incidence rate of blindness in these

studies was 1.05 and 0.95% per year, respectively. The

model shows an incidence rate of blindness 0.90% per

year.

The costs seem to be comparable to those reported in

the literature. One study assessed the annual resource

use and costs of patients in the Netherlands.42 The mean

costs per glaucoma patient were h469 (converted and

using the retail price index). In the simulation model this

is h454. Another study calculated the direct treatment

costs for newly diagnosed OH or POAG patients in

Germany.43 The mean costs per OH/POAG patient for 1

year of treatment were about h324 (converted and using

the retail price index). The same authors calculated the

costs for France and the UK.44 This was h387 and h560,

respectively. Other published glaucoma cost studies

show comparable estimates for yearly costs in Europe

and Canada.45–47 In the US the published yearly costs

ranged from h486 for early stage of the disease to h1960

for patients with end-stage disease.48 Differences in unit

costs, in medication prices, in the assignment of laser

Table 4 Results of the cost-effectiveness analysis of three different strategies for early detection and treatment of OH and POAG
among initial ophthalmic patients

Strategy
‘tonometry all’

Strategy ‘tonometry
high-risk group’

Strategy ‘tonometry
no one’

Costsa (h) 295 265 225
Proportion of patients not becoming blinda 0.993 0.986 0.984
Years of blindnessa 0.021 0.053 0.062
Incremental cost-effectiveness ratiob (extra costs to

prevent one person from becoming blind)
7778 20 000 F

Incremental cost-effectiveness ratiob (extra costs per
year of vision saved)

1707 4444 F

aExpected costs and effects per initial ophthalmic patient due to ocular hypertension or glaucoma within 20 years (costs and years in blindness have been

discounted by 4%).
bThe incremental cost-effectiveness ratio shows extra costs per effect in comparison with the strategy ‘tonometry no one’ (ratio between the difference in

costs and the difference in effects).
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therapy and surgery, can explain some variations in the

costs. However, raising the costs in our study did not

affect its conclusions.

The outcomes show that strategy ‘tonometry all’ is the

most preferable in relation to blindness prevention. This

strategy is most costly, but prevents most blindness. The

incremental costs to prevent blindness when compared

to ‘tonometry no one’ are small. For strategy ‘tonometry

high risk group’ the incremental costs are higher. Even

if the financing would be limited, it would be more

preferable to perform tonometry in all patients, and not

in high-risk group only, because strategy ‘tonometry all’

dominates strategy ‘tonometry high risk group’ in the

extended sense.38 The costs due to blindness from

glaucoma could not be retrieved. If such yearly costs

exceed h1707, then performing tonometry in all patients

becomes cost saving. This is likely the case because

blindness is accompanied by the utilisation of disability

facilities. In the Netherlands a common help in the

household for disabled people (12 h a week) has a yearly

cost of h5300. The costs of blindness may vary per

country depending on the care and support given. A

study conducted in the UK, which took the societal

perspective, estimated the costs of blindness for people

with age-related macular degeneration.49 The costs of

blindness in this study were h10 134 (h2159–h26 847) in

the first year and h9883 (h2080–h26 376) in the second

and subsequent years (converted and using the retail

price index). The same paper gives an overview of the

estimates of the cost of blindness for UK, Scotland,

Australia, USA, and Switzerland. The yearly costs due to

blindness in these countries probably exceed h1707.

At first glance it is not obvious why strategy

‘tonometry all’ is the most cost-effective because in

general, approaching a high-risk group would give a

higher yield of case finding. However, in strategy

‘tonometry all’ not every detected OH patient is treated,

as current guidelines advice only treatment in case of a

presence of a risk factor. Those who are not treated at

once are followed for the occurrence of glaucoma. Those

who develop glaucoma are treated at an early stage;

thereby blindness can still be prevented, and the costly

treatment of those OH patients who never develop

POAG can be avoided. When the proportion of high-risk

patients receiving treatment was made similar to that in

strategy ‘tonometry all’, the results became more alike,

confirming that monitoring of OH patients without direct

treatment contributes to a favourable cost-effectiveness

ratio of strategy ‘tonometry all’.

The impact of not using the ophthalmoscope to detect

POAG has not been addressed. In daily practice

ophthalmoscopy cannot be left out of the first ophthalmic

examination. Its use is needed for the diagnosis of many

diseases. Tonometry could be left out more easily since

there is often no indication for it, except for the early

detection of OH or POAG. The use of perimetry, costly

and time consuming, is unlikely an option for case-

finding. In the model patients undergo perimetry on

indication, to confirm the diagnosis.

A positive family history of glaucoma was appointed

as an indication for being at risk of having glaucoma.

It is an established risk factor and it is easy to assess in

daily practice.11 It has been estimated that about 20%

of the OH and POAG patients and 5% of others in

the ophthalmic patients population report a positive

family history of glaucoma.10,50 The simulations show

that even if these proportions are much higher strategy

‘tonometry all’ remains the most cost-effective (data

not shown).

Note that normal tension glaucoma (NTG) is not

included in this study. The role of IOP in its pathogenesis

and the response to therapeutic lowering of IOP is

different in comparison with high-tension glaucoma.

Moreover, this disorder cannot be primarily detected by

tonometry. As a consequence, inclusion of NTG in the

study has no impact on the outcomes of the cost-

effectiveness analysis, because the incremental costs and

the incremental effects do not change. When NTG is

included, the proportion of patients prevented from

blindness due to glaucoma is slightly lower than

calculated.

The indirect costs have not been used in the presented

analysis, because glaucoma effects mainly elderly and

the consequences in terms of potential loss of production

are limited.51 No cost-utility analysis has been

performed. An estimate for the utility for blindness is

0.6.52 The estimated incremental costs per quality-

adjusted life-year (QALY) for strategy ‘tonometry all’ are

then approximately h2850. According to the guidelines in

the Netherlands a 4% discount rate is used. As of the

current international recommendation of 3%, an extra

analysis was performed.38,53 If using a 3% discount rate,

the incremental costs per year of vision saved for

‘tonometry all’ are h1550.

Conclusion

The strategy ‘tonometry all’ is the most preferable

strategy for blindness prevention, with h1707 extra costs

per year of vision saved when compared to strategy

‘tonometry no one’. When costs associated with the use

of disability facilities due to blindness exceed h1707 per

patient per year, which is most likely, then strategy

‘tonometry all’ becomes cost saving. We conclude that it

is most cost-effective to routinely perform tonometry to

all initial ophthalmic patients to prevent blindness due to

glaucoma.
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